Outputs 1:1 depression appendix 1 RAW differences in depression = dsm_mder; blvswh== 0 = White, blvswh== 1=Black) RECODE of | dsm_mder blvswh |  0  1 |  Total  -----------+----------------------+----------0 |  116  27 |  143  |  81.12 18.88 | 100. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------+------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 RAW differences in depression = dsm_mder; blvswh== 0 = White, blvswh== 1=Black) RECODE of | dsm_mder blvswh | 0 
| Total -----------+----------------------+----------

-----------+----------------------+----------
Two-sample t test with equal variances ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Group | Obs Mean Std. Err. 
Std. Dev. [95% Conf. Interval] ---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------
---------+--------------------------------------------------------------------
---------+--------------------------------------------------------------------diff | .1078921 .0562976 -.0030277 .2188119 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------diff = mean(0) -mean(1) t = 1.9165 Ho: diff = 0 degrees of freedom = 232
Proportion with factor Cases .3220339 Controls . 0 |  31  9  40  1 |  16  3  19  |  Total |  47  12 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
[95% Conf. Interval] -----------------------------
---------+--------------------
-------------------------------chi2 df Prob>chi2 ------------------------------------------------------------------------
.1615 ------------------------------------------------------------------------
Logit regression with covariates (DV is
dsm_mder
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------dsm_mder | Odds Ratio Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] ------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interval] ------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------
.80982 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- dsm_mder | Odds Ratio Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] ------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interval] -------------+---------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------dsm_mder | Odds Ratio Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] -------------+---------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interval] -------------+---------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------. logit dsm_mder whvsbl if dyadMMM==., or /* TO SEE THE 'BASELINE=CONTROL GROUP ODDS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------dsm_mder | Odds Ratio Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] -------------+---------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------. ttest dsm_mder if match61==1, by(blvswh)
Two-sample t test with equal variances ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Std. Dev. [95% Conf. Interval] ---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------
---------+--------------------------------------------------------------------
---------+--------------------------------------------------------------------diff | .1333333 .0804882 -.0260551 .2927218 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Two-sample t test with equal variances ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interval] ---------+--------------------------------------------------------------------
---------+--------------------------------------------------------------------
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------
.3927503 ---------+------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------+------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------+------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------+------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------+------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------+------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------+------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------+----------------------+--------- Prob > chi2 = .
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Two-sample t test with equal variances ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interval] ---------+--------------------------------------------------------------------
---------+--------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Paired t test ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interval] ---------+--------------------------------------------------------------------
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Paired t test ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------+----------------------+----------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------dsm_mder | Odds Ratio Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] -------------+---------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: _cons estimates baseline odds (conditional on zero random effects). ------------------------------------------------------------------------------Random-effects Parameters | Estimate Std. Err. [95% Conf. Interval] -----------------------------+------------------------------------------------
.832023 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- ------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------+--------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- Prob > chi2 = .
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------+----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----Note: _cons estimates baseline odds (conditional on zero random effects).
- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------+----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- ------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- is random before calling psmatch2.  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------+-------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------+-----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------dsm_mder | Odds Ratio Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] -------------+---------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interval] ------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
